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This paper highlights the visual tactility potential in stop motion that utilizing 3D printing technology. In the era where 3D 

printing technology became worldly recognized, this paper contributes insight through exploring visual tactility of 3D printing 

utilization in stop motion. Using perspective of insider and outsider of 3D printing technology and stop motion, author observes 

3D printing technology utilization, two 3D print stop motion animation: ‘Bears on stairs’ (2014) and ‘Unbox Yourself’ (2014) 

to underline the power of visual tactility of 3D printing utilization in stop motion animation practice. Study of literature also 

conducted to give fundamental platform in analyzing visual tactility in this paper. Research findings published by Souza (2012) 

and Vasseleu (2009) became keys to explore visual tactility in author’s research. In this paper, author’s analysis divided into 

three aspects. First aspect is sense of touch, that focusing on material and texture; second aspect is charm of imperfection and 

the third one is operational aspect, which includes human interventions on the 3D printing utilization in stop motion animation.  

Keywords: visual tactility, 3D printing, stop motion animation. 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the 3D printing technology has been 

utilized in world-class stop motion animation industry1,2. 

Stop motion movies titled Paranorman (2012) The Pirates! 

Band of Misfits (2012) and Frankenweenie (2012) are 

listed for 2012 Oscar nomination in animation film 

category. This nomination became an evident that the 

general audience and film industry gave appreciation for 

stop motion animation practice1.  

In creating ParaNorman animation, Laika studio 

utilized computer 3D generated model prior creating the 

Marquette that finished crafty by hand2. This fact provides 

evidence that in animation industry, 3D printing 

technology engaged creative practitioners to assist their 

handcrafts in pursuing the magic of storytelling. Laika 

studio gained praises and respect for pioneering the 3D 

print utilization in animation industry. ParaNorman marks 

the emergence of 3D print utilization in stop motion 

animation industry. 

The development of 3D print technology in variety 

of industry brings hope and expectation for creative 

practitioners to become more productive3,4,5. Varieties of 

technology have been developed to improve effectiveness 

of 3D printing production toward animation practice, such 

as volume optimizer6 and articulation fabricator7. This 

development provides evidence that 3D printing 

technology attracts researchers’ attention and offers 

promising future for animation industry. Massive 

development in 3D printing technology has powerful 

contribution to the creative industry sector. 

In contrary with the sophisticated emergence of 3D 

printing utilization in stop motion animation and its early 

recognition in Hollywood movie industry, there is only 

very few academic research discussing utilization of 3D 

printing for stop motion animation practice. Visual tactile 

quality of 3D print objects are chosen as main discussion 

in this paper due to its robust impact in stop motion 

animation. 
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Instead of analyzing ParaNorman which has 

complex variables, author chose two short animations 

titled ‘Bears on Stairs’ (2014) 8 produced by DBLG studio  

and ‘Unbox Yourself’ (2014) 9 produced by Zihua Creative. 

These two animations have selected as object of analysis 

due to three considerations. These three considerations are 

expected to maximize insight of the way 3D printing 

objects could visually affect viewers.  

Firstly, both animations present plain white plastic 

objects and use same 3D filament plastic printing on its 

process which made the comparative study and analysis 

focused on tactility variable instead of color and 

composition. Secondly, these two short animations were 

produced using 3D printers that can be accessed in many 

countries in the world, thus it can be applicable for 

independent project. Thirdly, the strong character of plastic 

materiality can be clearly seen in these two animations, 

which then give impact to the production of its tactile 

quality.  

This paper has aim to introduce and documenting 

the twist of handcraft and technology that occurs in 3D 

printing stop motion animation through using sample of 

short animations that impressed the viewers. The writing 

begin with highlighting urgency to explore 3D printing 

potential in stop motion practice, followed by argument of 

3D printing utilization contribution to the visual tactility of 

stop motion. Evident provided by analysis of two 3D print 

stop motion animations that show the visual tactile quality. 

In the final section, author concludes the analysis and 

findings. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

This paper based on a research that conducted 

using qualitative methodology and utilizes observation 

method from the perspective of insider and outsider. 

Through using these dual perspectives, author has able to 

recognize depth dimensions from these two perspectives. 

Author has technical knowledge of 3D printing modeling 

and has experience in conducting two practice-based 

research on 3d printing objects and modeling in the past10,11. 

This experience contributes a valuable insight as insider in 

this research as 3D print artist. Moreover, the perspective 

of an outsider gave opportunity to evaluate the power of 

3D print stop motion through analyzing two 3D print stop 

motion short animations and studying fundamental 

literature of visual tactility in stop motion animation. 

 

3. THE IMPORTANCE TACTILITY, 
CHARACTERISTIC AND TEXTURE FOR STOP 
MOTION ANIMATION 

The difference of stop motion animation compares 

to other animation relies on its physicality and materiality. 

The aesthetic of 3D stop-motion is presented through 

handcraft storytelling yet its imperfection visualization. 

Barker explains that the charm of stop-motion animation 

lies in its handmade physical touch12. Moreover, Sharp 

argues that stop-motion shows its expressiveness through 

physical manipulation in its process because the plug to 

puppet’s emotive power is “contained within the physical 

manipulation of their body parts rather than in the 

expressiveness of their features”13.  

Visual tactility, which defined as the sense of 

physicality and touch, became the power of stop motion 

animation aesthetic. Due to visual tactility importance 

level in stop motion animation, Souza14 wrote a research 

paper that concerning materiality and tactile existence in 

animation. Discussions of visual tactility of 3D stop-

motion have been published in academic publications such 

as in Souza14, Vasseleu15, Barker12 and Priebe16.  

The tactile sensation has capacity to engage 

emotion15. Vasseleu argue, “[…] in touching, we enter into 

the fold of psychophysical interaction with others”15.. This 

‘sense of touch’ has to be captured from real material and 

physical texture thus it can became an expressive language 

which distinct stop motion characteristic. Physical texture 

has role to beckon and lure viewers to the animated objects 

in stop motion animation. 

In addition of the aspect of visual tactility, the 

sense of imperfection has important role to connect the 

viewer into the material reality14. Human physical 

intervention offers the viewers an insight of materiality and 

rich textures that beckon viewers, showing material on 

object that “beg to be touched”12. Souza14 argue that 

materiality and texture are keys of the ‘sense of touch’ that 

became the haptic power of stop-motion animation. 

Moreover, Souza14 explains that viewers able to ‘be 

touched’ by movies due its “textures and tangible 

qualities”. This statement highlights that texture and 

tangible qualities are two qualities that crucial in animation 

production. 

In the case of stop motion animation, the sense of 

imperfection is highlighted as charming aspect14, 17. This 

happens because imperfect material or texture made closer 

relationship between the viewer and the film14, 17. However, 

it is also important to note that imperfection was not always 

considered as a beneficial aspect in 3D stop-motion if it is 

related with technical issues. The early development of 

stop-motion animation provide evidence that imperfection 

regarding technical issue make a film struggled to retain 

their audience on long viewing duration, due to low quality 

of the motion16.  

Thus, intervention of 3D printing technology in the 

production of stop motion contributes significant impact in 

the making and outcome of 3D printing stop-motion 

animation2.  Operational aspect becomes one of important 

aspects in the analysis. Human intervention in 3D printing 

technology utilization in stop motion animation production 

can control the touch of imperfection in stop motion 

animation practice. 

Due to this literature study, the effective analysis 

will include three important aspects, which are: sense of 
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touch, charm, and operational aspect. The ‘sense of touch’ 

parameter follows Souza’s element of tactility that are 

material and texture14. In order to investigate ‘charm’ 

aspect in 3D print stop motion animation, case of 

imperfection by Souza14 and Shadbolt17 also utilized in the 

analysis. Finally, operational aspect also needed to be 

explored in the analysis to make sure that human 

intervention involved in the practice to balance the 

technology, craft and the narrative.  

 

 

4.  ANALYSIS OF 3D PRINTING STOP 

MOTION BEARS ON STAIRS (2014) AND UNBOX 

YOURSELF (2014) 

In order to analyze the way stop motion animation 

studios implement the quality to achieve visual tactility, 

this chapter will focus on three aspects that appear in both 

movies. First aspect is sense of touch, which relies on its 

material and texture. Second aspect is charm, which 

associated by imperfection, and third aspect is operational 

aspect where there is human intervention evidence that 

help to bring audience to feel closer to the movies.    

The sense of touch became an important aspect of 

visual tactility as Souza14 mentioned that material and 

texture are keys that bring the sense of touch in stop motion 

animation. In regard of this sense of touch, the low polygon 

style used in ‘Bears on Stairs’ (2014) strengthens the 

characteristic of its texture. Through the segmented 

polygonal parts of the body, audience can easily see the 

repeated diagonal lines pattern that formed by 3D printing 

machine, which best can be felt through flat surfaces. In 

addition, rotating camera movement that used in ‘Bears on 

Stairs’ (2014) shows the objects from all perspective which 

help to shows the audience that the bear that used in this 

animation is a real plastic object that beckoned the viewer. 

In ‘Unbox Yourself’ (2014), the diagonal patterns 

of the PLA printed material texture can be seen from the 

box shaped head of the main character. From this scene, 

the characteristic of plastic material textures, opaque 

materials on its body that responded to the studio light can 

be seen by the viewers. Moreover, these two animations 

include ‘behind the scene’ process footage that of each 

movie, it clearly shows the audience that the objects are 

real, not only computer modeling. 

Besides the strong pattern that formed by 3D 

printing machines, the characteristic of unsmooth and 

jagged textures that can be seen in both movie ‘Bears on 

Stairs’ (2014) and ‘Unbox Yourself’ (2014) are considered 

as representation of imperfection qualities. According to 

Shadbolt17 and Souza14, imperfect material or texture is the 

charm of stop motion that can reduce the gap between the 

viewers and the objects. The visible inconsistence material 

texture transition between each frame on both movies also 

can be added as an imperfection quality that strengthens 

the animation. Souza14 and Shadbolt17 mentioned in their 

articles, that imperfection of physical capture gap between 

movement and stillness could engage viewers’ emotion.  

 

 
Fig 1. Diagonal lines patterns on the objects  

of Bears on Stairs (2014) and Unbox Yourself (2014)  

 

In regard of operational aspect, physical evidence 

of human intervention on its process becomes the key to 

achieve visual tactility in stop motion animation. Both in 

‘Bears on Stairs’ (2014) and ‘Unbox Yourself’ (2014) all 

the animation process were digitally worked from the 

computer, hence there are absence of animator’s touch and 

directing evidence.  

However, in the process of transforming model 

and movement from digital objects to real objects, there are 

many processes that still need human intervention such as 

removal of supporting parts of the 3D printed objects and 

relocation of the objects on each frame in front of the 

camera. In ‘Bear on Stairs’ (2014), evidence of 

replacement and relocation process can be seen from the 

subtle inconsistence position of the bears and the stairs on 

each frames, While in ‘Unbox Yourself’ (2014) these 

evidences are really hard to notice. 

Since not many viewers familiar with the process 

of creating stop motion objects with 3D printing, it is good 

to show the audiences the way objects made and animated. 

This process is an important operational aspect that can 

educate viewers regarding production of the animation. 

Both movies ‘Bear on Stairs’ (2014) and ‘Unbox Yourself 

‘(2014) included behind the scenes footages that help 

audience to see people intervened and involved in the 

process of animation, such as when they replace the objects 

on each scenes. 

 

 

Fig 2. Behind the scenes process  

of Bears on Stairs (2014) and Unbox Yourself (2014) 

 

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Visual tactility which known as the sense of 
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physicality and touch is a quality that needs to be full filled 
in producing stop motion animation. Both 3D printing stop 
motion short animations Bears on Stairs and Unbox 
Yourself have three aspects that enhance its visual tactility. 
Clear diagonal plastic material textures that exposed on flat 
surface of each object are showing the realness of the 
physical objects, which differs 3D stop motion animation 
with digital rendering. The surfaces of 3D stop motion 
animation are not perfect; instead, it is imperfect, 
unsmooth, yet the motion and surface on both animations 
are jagged. However, the charm of this animation lies in its 
imperfection where there is inconsistence material texture 
transition that formed due to 3D printing process.  

The inconsistence object position in these two 
animations also suggests that there is human intervention 
involved in the making of its stop motion. It is clear that 
both animations were going through physical print and 
manual object reposition on its scenes. Behind the scene 
footages is included in both animations, with intention to 
show viewers the physical evidence of the stop motion 
making. This act underlines respect for craftiness and 
human act that occurs mostly in conventional stop motion 
production. Even though the process of 3D printing stop 
motion involved advanced technology, the production 
always engaged classic tradition that lies on visual tactility 
aspect. 

Research regarding visual tactility and elaboration 
of its aspect in 3D printing stop motion animation is 
contextual with the current trending of 3D print technology 
in many creative industry sectors. It is important to develop 
a way to analyze visual quality of emerging animation 
practice so it would bring dynamic discussion that can 
open another possibilities and insight in artistic practice 
and academic area. Documenting the way a link created 
between trending technology and creative practice in 
animation became an important consideration in research, 
as it will support a mutual contribution and understanding. 
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